
JOBZ! enables compliance with the requirements of the CPSIA (The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act).
This law requires manufacturers to label products intended for use by children to contain information that allows a
consumer to determine who actually manufactured a product.

Suppose you are printing paper airplanes to be given to children as part of a fast food promotion. To be compliant with
the CPSIA, a parent who is concerned about the lead content of the ink must be able to contact the printer of the
product, so the paper airplane needs to have your information printed on it.

JOBZ! approaches this in the following way: A sales rep indicates that the job in question falls under the requirements
of the law, which is done by clicking a button on the first of the SPEX screens. (If you wish, JOBZ! can be configured
to require an answer to this question for every job, or it can be left as optional.)

If the CPSIA button is clicked "Y", then all of the job's paperwork (Request for Estimate, Proposal, Order Entry etc.) will
contain a graphic that highlights this requirement, and a line of text is appended to the specifications to the effect that
this job must be compliant with the CPSIA.
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Christina Terry, Printing TodayProposal For:

Thank you,

X  Accepted by:  Christina Terry  for  Printing Today Date

Price
100,000

$45,678.00
Quantity(+/- 10%)

$0.4568Each

Jim Taylor
Carpe Data

CPSIA Statement and Graphic included on this job

Die Cut
Product is intended primarily for children 12 & under. CPSIA statement on product required.

Composed Color Proof, Digital BluelineProofs

Size

Description

Furnished

65# Vellum Bristol
Inks: 4C2S GCMI 70%   1 PMS 2S GCMI 20%    HiRub Gloss Flood 2S

11 x 11"

Example of a job designed to be used by children.

Blank Size

Paper & Inks

12 x 12"

On this job, the CPSIA button is clicked, so that the job paperwork will highlight the need for
compliance.

Finishing

Packaging
Freight

Bulk packed
FOB Origin  Freight Additional

Note

Notes

Layout files and PDF

Title

Bleeds: Bleeds All Sides

September 24, 2013  Est# 01-9819
christina@printingtoday.com   877-641-0299

Paper Airplane CAD# 629

Terms of sale: Net, cash, 30 days from date of invoice on approved credit.  The attached terms & conditions are a material part of this quotation and include a
limited warranty, disclaimers of warranties, and a limitation of customer's damages and remedies. Acceptance of this offer shall include acceptance of all of 

the terms & conditions.  All applicable taxes will be added to the prices herein.  Prices are subject to change based on availability of materials, press time and
current price of paper.   Quotations over 30 days old are subject to review.  Record # 01-9819


